We address the problem of handling names in concurrent and distributed systems made up of mobile processes. We equip processes with local environments. Our structural operational semantics handles these environments so that captures of names are never possible. Our semantics includes the speci cation of a distributed name manager that conservatively extends standard operational semantics. Bisimulation-based equivalences can be checked on our transition systems. They yield the same equivalence relations as those based on standard interleaving semantics. Finally, we show that our development scales up smoothly to higher-order calculi.
Introduction
The speci cation of systems of mobile processes is gaining more and more attention, see e.g. 20, 22, 25, 29, 7, 13] . E ciency considerations suggest implementations which provide each sequential process in the system with its own local environment. In the -calculus 20, 18] , this amounts to saying that each process has its own space Work partially supported by ESPRIT BRA n.8130 -LOMAPS. The rst two authors have been also partially supported by the CNR Progetto Strategico Modelli e Metodi per la Matematica e l'Ingegneria and by the MURST Progetto Tecniche Formali per la Speci ca, l'Analisi, la Veri ca, la Sintesi e la Trasformazione di Sistemi Software. of private names. Some of these names may be communicated to another process and so they become shared by di erent local environments.
In this paper, we give a new structural operational semantics to the -calculus which considers names as being localized to their owners. In other words, each sequential process has its local space of names and a local name manager that generates a fresh name, whenever necessary. We use here the adjective local in the sense of Algol-like languages, with no connection with the physical localities where processes run. Therefore, our description is less detailed than those which enable their users to explicitly handle the allocation of processes on processors (see e.g. 13, 8, 16, 2] ). Indeed here actual distribution is completely transparent to users and only logical separation of processes, induced by parallel composition, is considered. In the conclusions, we suggest a possible extension to our work that also takes care of the actual placement of processes. We only note that management and resolution of names in a distributed setting is orthogonal to allocation of processes.
In our proposal, when a name is exported, it is equipped with the information needed to point back to the local environment where it has been installed as fresh, in the style of static chains that are used to solve non local references in sequential languages with nested environments 23]. More precisely, while deducing a communication (or an extrusion), the name exported is inductively enriched with the path from the receiving process to the one that generated the name (not to the sender). We call this path a relative address. The reference to the generator of a name is maintained during all the communications by an operator of address composition, which updates the relative addresses of names. Names generated by di erent environments are thus certainly kept distinct. Note that update of names is unnecessary if every process has a unique identi er, e.g. the mail addresses of 1]. But this entails having a centralized, global authority that assigns these unique identi ers everytime a new component is added to the system. We can think of our proposal as implementing a lazy addressing, while the one that statically associates a unique identi er with each names can be seen as an eager addressing. The eager version could result more e cient at run-time, because it requires no dynamic calculation of addresses during communications. However, this gain is lost and our lazy addressing seems more suited than the eager one when some checks are to be made while names are communicated along channels, e.g. for enforcing security properties, like authentication.
We characterize our address composition algebraically. Our proposal makes it useless the global, therefore ine cient, check that a name involved in a transition captures names already in use. Also, -conversions are no longer necessary to enforce disjointness of local environments (cf. the semantic de nitions of the calculi for mobile processes). In this respect, Ambler's work 3] is quite similar to ours, although it is not easy to equip sequential processes with their local environments as in our proposal. This is because 3] uses nesting of binders a la de Bruijn as basic mechanism for naming, while we use parallel composition.
Our transition system for the -calculus is more concrete and detailed than the original one, because it is nearer to an implementation. However, the two are strongly related. A transition is present in our transition system if and only if a variant of it is present in the original one (see the next Section for the notion of variant). By the way, variants are banned from our transition system, which is therefore inherently nitely-branching, rather than nitely-branching up to -conversions. Our proposal conservatively extends the standard semantics of the -calculus with local environments. In fact, we adapt the standard notion of bisimulation in such a way that two processes are equivalent (with the new notion of behaviour) if and only if they are equivalent according to the standard one.
Due to the widespread dissemination of systems based on the mobile programming paradigm, we also study how to deal with the names of a process, when its code is sent over a network. When a process migrates, it exports all its names at the same time. Our address composition is applied to all these names. This only entails homomorphically extending our address composition to processes, and our theory scales up smoothly. As a consequence, our model can easily be transferred to real programming languages, such as Facile 14, 28] or CML 19, 24] .
Roughly speaking, we de ne a distributed version of the -calculus as far as data are concerned. The last two authors addressed the issue of non centralized control in 12]. The two proposals can be merged, yielding a fully non-interleaving description of the -calculus and of other languages for mobility. We hope that our proposal might aid the design of language implementations, by suggesting how these can be made truly concurrent. The paper is organized as follows. The next section brie y surveys the -calculus. Then, in Section 3 there is an intuitive description of how new names are generated when needed, and how they are represented in di erent local environments, via relative addresses. A simple example is introduced, and is used in later sections. Section 4 formally introduces our address composition, which keeps the references to generators of names, during their exportation. The SOS de nition of our version of the late transition system of the -calculus is in Section 5. Its equivalence (up to -conversion) to the original one is in Section 6, along with a more global addressing. In Section 7 we slightly modify standard bisimulation to take care of localized names, without changing the equivalence classes of the standard notion. Section 8 lifts the results of the previous sections to higher-order calculi, by taking the HO -calculus as a test-bed.
The -calculus
In this section we brie y recall the -calculus, a model of concurrent communicating processes based on the notion of naming. We follow 21].
De nition 2.1 (syntax) Let N be a countable, in nite set of names ranged over by a; b; : : : ; x; y; : : :, and let be a distinguished element such that N \f g = ;. Processes (denoted by P; Q; R; : : : 2 P) are built from names according to the syntax P ::= 0 j :P j P + P j PjP j ( x)P j x = y]P j A(y 1 ; : : : ; y k ) where may either be x(y) for input, or xy for output or for silent moves and A is an agent identi er. Hereafter, the trailing 0 will be omitted (i.e. we will write instead of :0).
The pre x is the rst atomic action that the process :P can perform. The input pre x binds the name y in the pre xed process. Intuitively, some name y is received along the link named x. The output pre x does not bind the name y which is sent along x. The silent pre x denotes an action which is invisible to an external observer of the system. Summation denotes non-deterministic choice. The operator j describes parallel composition of processes. The operator ( x) acts as a static binder for the name x in the process P that it pre xes. In other words, x is a unique name in P which is di erent from all the external names. Matching x = y]P is an if-then operator: process P is activated if x = y. Finally, each agent identi er A has a unique de ning equation of the form A(y 1 ; : : : ; y k ) = P, where the y i 's are the only free names (see below) of P and y i 6 = y j , if i 6 = j.
The late operational semantics of the -calculus is de ned in SOS (Structural Operational Semantics) style, and the labels of transitions are for silent actions, x(y) for input, xy for free output, and x(y) for bound output. We will use as a metavariable for the labels of transitions (it is distinct from , the metavariable for pre xes, though it coincides in three cases). We recall the notion of free names fn( ), bound names bn( ), and names names( ) = fn( ) bn( ) of a label . Two functions, sbj and obj, are also de ned giving the subject and the object of input and output actions, respectively. Below we assume the structural congruence P on processes, de ned as the least congruence satisfying the following clauses: P P Q if P and Q are -equivalent (in symbols P = Q), (P= P ; +; 0) and (P= P ; j; 0) are commutative monoids, x = x]P P P, ( x)( y)P P ( y)( x)P, ( x)P P P if x 6 2 fn(P ), ( x)(P j Q) P ( x)P j Q if x 6 2 fn(Q), and A(a 1 ; : : : ; a k ) P Pfa 1 =y 1 ; : : : ; a k =y k g, if A(y 1 ; : : : ; y k ) = P.
A variant of P ?! L Q is a transition which only di ers in that P and Q have been replaced by structurally congruent processes, and has been -converted, where a name bound in includes Q in its scope. Table 1 shows the late transition system of the -calculus. The transition in the conclusion of each rule, as well as in the axiom, stands for all its variants. 
Handling names
Consider for a while the binary parallel composition as the main operator of the -calculus, stipulating now that it is neither associative nor commutative. Then, build abstract syntax trees of processes as binary trees whose nodes are j operators and whose leaves are the sequential components of the whole process. Call them trees of (sequential) processes (see Fig. 1 ). Assume that their left (respectively right) branches denote the left (respectively right) component of parallel compositions, and label their arcs with tag jj 0 (respectively jj 1 ). Therefore, any sequential component of a process is uniquely identi ed by a string # over fjj 0 ; jj 1 g . The string corresponds to a path from the root, the top-level j of the whole process, to a leaf. Intuitively, # is the address of the sequential component relative to the root of the binary tree. In other words, the sequential component is reachable via # from the root. We can also consider trees, with an n-adic parallel operator, as well: just take n tags jj 0 ; jj 1 ; : : : ; jj n?1 . Indeed, our results are insensitive to the arity of the parallel operator. Through a set of SOS rules, we accumulate strings of tags which are used to specify a distributed name manager that handles names locally to sequential processes. In this way, the space of names of a whole process is partitioned into local environments associated with its sequential sub-processes. Of course, a distributed environment rules out the equations that manage restrictions globally, e.g. ( x)(P j Q) P ( x)P j Q if x 6 2 fn(Q) becomes useless. In a process, bound names may become free through either input actions or extrusions. When a bound name becomes free, an expensive -conversion may be needed to prevent other free names from being captured. When such a clash occurs, a fresh name replaces the one that becomes free (see 20] for a detailed discussion), and this requires an extensive search for names in the whole system.
To avoid global management of names, we have to solve two problems. Names have to be generated locally and to be brand-new in that local environment. Furthermore, when a name is exported to other local environments via communications or extrusions, we must guarantee that it captures no other free name around.
First, we introduce a new indexed set of localized names (for the sake of simplicity, integers), and we associate a counter with each sequential process. When needed, the rst name not in use is taken and the counter is increased. If the ring of a pre x enables new sequential processes, the counter is distributed to all of them. Clearly, this mechanism guarantees that a newly generated name is unique within its generator and does not capture other names therein.
The second problem arises when two di erent sequential processes, say G and R, have generated two syntactically equal names, say n. However they are semantically distinct. Suppose now that G sends its n to R. It is necessary to distinguish between the two di erent instances of n. Compare this situation with that of names with limited scopes in Algol-like languages. In the same program it is possible to de ne the same identi er more than once to denote distinct objects. The mechanism of static chains dynamically solves the problem, keeping track of the local environment in which declarations are made. In our case, in the local environment of R, the name generated by G, will be enriched with the address of G relative to R, which points back from R to the local environment of G. The relative address can be decomposed into two parts according to the minimal common predecessor P of G and R in the tree. A relative address is a string # # 0 2 fjj 0 ; jj 1 g fjj 0 ; jj 1 g , where # represents the path from P to R, and # 0 the path from P to G. Consider Fig. 1 , and let G be P 3 and R be P 1 . The address of P 3 relative to P 1 is jj 0 jj 1 jj 1 jj 1 jj 0 (read the path upwards from P 1 to the root and reverse, then downwards to P 3 ). We will inductively build relative addresses while deducing transitions. We use the transition system of the -calculus introduced in 12]. It su ces to record the application of inference rules involving the j in the label of a deduced transition.
A slightly more complex situation arises when a process receives a name and sends it to another process. The name must arrive at the new receiver with the address of the generator (not of the sender) relative to the new receiver. This is done by composing relative addresses. Consider again Fig. 1 , where P 1 sends to P 2 a name that was generated by P 3 (i.e. with relative address jj 0 jj 1 jj 1 jj 1 jj 0 ). The rules for communication provide us with the address of P 1 relative to P 2 , i.e. jj 1 jj 0 jj 0 jj 1 Figure 1 : The tree of (sequential) processes of (P 0 jP 1 )j(P 2 j(P 3 jP 4 )):
An example
To make it more intuitive, we instantiate the example above to a simple logical network of a typical educational department (see Fig. 2 ). Through suitable routines, processes P i can access their own data-bases, which store information about didactic and administrative matters. In our simpli ed description, we rst divide the departmental network into a didactic and an administrative sub-network identi ed by tags \did" and \adm", respectively. The didactic branch is further decomposed into a server for teachers (P 0 , reachable via \teach"), and one for students (P 1 , reachable via \stud"). The administrative sta deal with nancial issues and didactic matters. The corresponding sub-networks are identi ed by \ nancial" (leading to P 2 ) and \did". Note that the second \did" is di erent from the rst one, because it occurs within the sub-network for an administration identi ed by \adm". Finally, within the administration, didactic matters are subdivided into information on exams and lectures (stored in nodes P 3 and P 4 , respectively). As an example of a relative address, consider did.teach adm.did.exams, which is P 3 's address relative to P 0 , the server for teachers (we separate branch identi ers by dots \.").
We consider a simple speci cation of the ow of information in the departmental network. In Section 6 we shall exemplify our way of handling names in the style of Internet, and in Section 8 the case when processes can be communicated.
Teachers and students can exchange information along two links, about the programs and the timetable of a course. This piece of information is identi ed by the global name prog&timetab; and likewise for lecture notes and exams dates (notes&dates). The teacher's link, t chan, is global. The student's link, s chan (shorthand for s chan), has the empty relative address, because it belongs to his/her environment. The departmental tree of (P 0 jP 1 )j(P 2 j(P 3 jP 4 )):
A possible speci cation of the network in the -calculus follows. Hereafter, names are written in italics, and relative addresses and constants in roman. A teacher either works (Work) or waits for a request on channel t chan from a student who also communicates the link on which he/she is waiting for the answer (t chan(req; y) is an input of two arguments 1 ). Then, the teacher answers driven by a matching, and resumes (yhz; wi is a two-place output). The pointer to the timetable of lectures, mytimetab, is pre xed with the address of P 4 relative to P 0 . The student waits for the information requested and then prints it.
Two interactions between a teacher and a student, followed by a print action, are depicted in Fig. 3 . In the rst communication the student asks the teacher for the course program and timetable. The e ect is to bind in Teacher the placeholder y to the link s chan de ned at the address teach stud, and the name req to prog&timetab (recall that the latter is global). This enables the rst output, because the matching req = prog&timetab] succeeds. The teacher then uses the student's link, known as s chan in P 1 , and teach stud s chan in P 0 , to output his/her private name myprog and the name mytimetab at address did.teach adm.did.lectures. While communicating the two names, the address composition transforms these relative addresses to stud teach and did.stud adm.did.lectures, respectively. The new addresses are then used to print the information required in the last step of the computation.
The similarity of relative addresses with static chains used in Algol-like languages can now be better explained. A relative address qualifying a name (e.g. stud teach) is a pointer to the local environment where that name (e.g. myprog) is de ned. Our operational semantics takes care of installing new names when necessary and of updating relative addresses when names are made available as non-local references, via our address composition ?.
As an example of how the generation of new names looks like, consider the case in which the student asks for the assignment of two homeworks, on the global channel t chan. Stud is extended with the summand t chanhhw; s chani: s chan(a; b):doha; bi:Stud and Teacher with the following summand, where thehw stands for the actual homework to be presented within deadline dueto. req = hw]( thehw)yhthehw; duetoi:Teacher: A computation involving the new summands is in Fig. 4 . First the student asks for an homework. Then the teacher generates a new homework hw1 (counters are initialized to 1) and sends it to the student. Note that the bound name thehw has been replaced by the actual name hw1, local to the teacher's environment. The application of the rule Close exports hw1 to Stud and makes it local to (TeacherjStud). The student solves the exercise via the do operation, within stud teach dueto. The next interaction forces the generation of another homework hw2, where 2 is the actual value of the counter, increased by the previous extrusion. The usage and management of counters is formalized in Section 5. where is sum modulo 2. We will sometimes omit in relative addresses.
As we said in the previous section, we use relative addresses to encode paths between pairs of nodes of binary trees of processes, like the one in Fig. 1 . Note that the condition jj 0 # 0 0 jj 1 # 0 1 (and jj 1 # 0 0 jj 0 # 0 1 ) makes it explicit that the two components of the relative address describe the two distinct paths going out from the same node in a binary tree. This node is the minimal common predecessor of the generator of a name and its user. Also #, # and are relative addresses, meaning that one of the two nodes is a predecessor of the other or that they coincide. Actually, there are only three relative positions of the minimal common predecessors of the possible pairs of the processes that generate (G), receive (R) and send (S) a name in an abstract syntax tree, up to symmetries. These three cases are depicted in Fig. 5 . Note that degenerative cases are obtained when some nodes coincide, and symmetries do not alter relative addresses. As a matter of fact, relative addresses determine minimal paths between nodes, as stated below, where # R means reversing the oriented path #. Proposition 4.2 Given two nodes P and P 0 in a tree, if # # 0 is the address of P relative to P 0 , then # R # 0 is the minimal path from P 0 to P.
Proof. By de nition of relative addresses, # and # 0 have no part in common. Furthermore, no cycles are possible in a tree.
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We now de ne address composition. It is partial, but we will make sure later that it is de ned whenever used (see Theorem 5.7). Again, Fig. 5 depicts the cases in which we will use the address composition ?, that discards the dashed paths.
De nition 4.3 (address composition) Address composition ? : (A A) * A is de ned by the following three exhaustive cases:
The three possible placements of the generator (G), the sender (S), and the receiver (R) of a name.
Below we prove a few properties of ? which will be useful later. They state that hA A; ?i would be a group, if ? were total. This is quite a natural property of address compositions: given a space of addresses and an interconnection topology, the address composition must always connect two sites in both ways, provided that there is a path between them. The preceding properties ensure that the identity of names is not lost during exportation (a name always encodes a pointer to its generator). More formally, sending a name from a process S to R and back is an involution, i.e. if # 0 # 1 ? # 2 # 3 is de ned
There is a categorical interpretation of the structure seen above (for terminology and de nitions, see 17]). In fact every binary tree can be made into a category, where the objects are the nodes and the arrows are the paths in the tree (in our case the minimal ones). In this way the correctness of the address composition ? can be immediately shown. Proposition 4.6 A binary tree T gives rise to the category Bintree. Its objects are the nodes of T and for all nodes P; P 0 there is a (single) morphism from P to P 0 de ned as the address of P relative to P 0 . The morphism composition is ?; the (unique) identity morphism is .
Furthermore, Bintree is a groupoid and a total preorder.
Proof. By Def. 4.1 and Proposition 4.2, relative addresses encode the minimal path between two nodes, that is unique in a tree. Hence there is a single morphism between any pair of nodes P, P 0 (below we write it as P P 0 ). The composition is associative, by Proposition 4.5. By Proposition 4.4.1, for every object P, is the unique identity function.
Furthermore Bintree is a groupoid, because, by Proposition 4.4.2, every morphism is an isomorphism, having only one inverse. Finally, Bintree is a total preorder, because, for every P, P P is the identity and if P P 0 and P 0 P 00 then P P 00 , by de nition of ?. 2 Proposition 4.6 enables us to prove the following theorem. It says that, when a node S sends a name generated in G to a node R, address composition ? correctly computes the address of R relative to G. In fact, it computes the minimal path between the two. Theorem 4.7 (correctness of ?) Let G be the generator of a name, and S be the process which receives the name and sends it to the process R. Moreover, let # S # G and # R # 0 S be the addresses of G relative to S, and of S relative to R, respectively. Then # R # 0 S ? # S # G is the address of G relative to R.
Operational semantics
We de ne a late operational semantics of the -calculus which creates and handles names locally, according to the discussion in the previous sections. A few auxiliary de nitions and results are helpful. We start with the set of localized names, or simply names. Localized names are pre xed by relative addresses pointing back to their generators, and they are built upon the abstract syntax of processes.
We implicitly assume a maximal degree of distribution: each sequential process is associated with its virtual processor, uniquely identi ed by nesting of parallel composition. The actual placement of many virtual processors on a physical one does not a ect our management of names. Also, it occurs at a di erent level of abstraction than actual allocation of processes.
De nition 5.1 Let N 0 = A Z N f g be the set of localized names, ranged over by r; s; u; : : : ; possibly indexed, where Z is the set of non-zero integer numbers, and \ " is the operator of language concatenation.
The new syntax of the -calculus is obtained from the one in Def. 2.1, with r, s in place of x, y. In particular, can either be r(s) or rs or and a restricted name can be s.
Furthermore, we only assume on the new processes the least congruence induced by the monoidal laws for + , and the laws for matching and constant invocation.
The new processes with localized names di er from those in P, because they are not -convertible, and consequently variants of transitions involving them are banned. Also, parallel composition is neither associative, nor commutative and no congruence rule for restriction holds any longer. We still keep standard names in N and we do not pre x them with relative addresses. Of course, an initial pass could make them localized to the root of the tree of processes. We wish to avoid this simple pre-processing, because it is global.
We now start considering the problem of sending names. This requires the composition via ? of the address of the name itself with the address of the sender relative to the receiver, as intuitively discussed in Section 3. First, we lift composition of addresses to exportation of names. Hereafter we write # 0 # 1 ? # 2 # 3 only if the composition is de ned.
De nition 5.2 Let r = # r # 0 r n (resp. a) be a name. A name r exported to the relative address # # 0 is # # 0 ? r = (# # 0 ? # r # 0 r )n (resp. # # 0 ? a = a).
Note that # # 0 is the address of the sender relative to the receiver. Recall that names also encode a pointer to their generator (above, # r # 0 r ), unless they belong to N f g. This de nition makes it explicit that two localized names, syntactically di erent, that occur in di erent sequential processes, can denote the same name. For instance, both s chan in P 1 and teach studs chan in P 0 denote the same link between Stud and Teach in the example of Section 3 (or rather, using the relative addresses in A, s chan is the same as jj 0 jj 1 s chan).
The object, subject, names (free and bound) of an action (still ranged over by ) are as usual. Below, we extend the needed notions to processes with localized names.
De nition 5.3 The free localized names of a process are de ned by induction in the standard way, except for fn(P 0 jP 1 ) = f jj 0 ? fn(P 0 )g f jj 1 ? fn(P 1 )g; where the operation ? applies elementwise to its second argument. Similarly for the bound localized names of P, bn(P ). Finally, names(P ) = fn(P ) bn(P ).
Intuitively, jj i ? r translates a name r from process P i into P 0 jP 1 1 ? fn(a(x):jj 1 1x)g) n fbg = f 1g (fa; 1; b; jj 0 1g fa; 1g) n fbg = f 1; a; jj 0 1g: The last step but one, determines how the name jj 0 1 in P 0 = ajj 0 1:b 1 is known by the whole process. Since P 0 is reachable from the root of the whole tree via jj 0 , we export jj 0 1 to jj 0 . Similarly for 1 in P 0 , known as jj 0 1 at the root. Symmetrically for the names in the other parallel component.
To generate new names locally, we enrich processes with a counter, implemented as a family of operators n ) (with n 1) in the style of causal transition systems 10]. The intuitive meaning of n ) P is that P has generated n ? 1 new names and the next one will be n.
De nition 5.4 Let P be a process and n be a non-zero natural number. The extended processes (denoted by t; t i ; t 0 : : : 2 T ), are de ned according to the syntax t ::= n) Pj ( s)t j tjt where P is as in Def. 5.1. We assume on T the least congruence which satis es the following clauses n) ( s)P ( s)n) P and n) (P jQ) (n) P)j(n) Q). The computations of a process P 2 P start from the extended process 1) P.
The standard notions on names (free, bound) are carried over extended processes in the obvious way. 2 Note in passing that the operators n) do not distribute neither over pre x nor matching nor +.
To exemplify the use of operators n) and of the congruence , suppose to have a computation from the extended process 1) R to the extended process 2) ab:(PjQ). Since the counter is 2, one new name has been generated. After the step ab, one reaches the extended process 2) (P jQ) congruent to 2) P j 2) Q. When Q evolves to Q 0 by generating a new name, one gets the extended process 2 ) P j 3 ) Q 0 (see also the computation in Fig. 6) .
We extend the standard substitution of one name for another, in the style of 9].
By abuse of notation we write ?# # 0 n for # # 0 ? n in the following items 2 and 7.
De nition 5. For the sake of brevity, we consider only the cases ( s)t and t 0 jt 1 in items 2 and 3 above, although one needs also the cases ( s)P and P 0 jP 1 . Their de nitions are just the same, so we omit them. Essentially, the rooted substitution distributes over the counters n) and also over the operators of processes, and then acts as the standard one. While descending within the components of a parallel composition, the rooted substitution inductively updates both the localized names u and u 0 . This amounts to pushing these names one level downwards in the tree of processes (in Def. 5.3 they were lifted one level upwards, instead). Two crucial items are 2 and 7, when u 0 = s. We will prove that the substitutions fj ? u=u 0 j g actually are local -conversions, because the negative name ?u is fresh in t and in P (see Proposition 5.8). In passing, negative names occur only bound in extended processes. The -conversions implemented by items 2 and 7 are the only ones occurring in our setting, together with those possibly called by the congruence rule for constant invocation. Rooted substitutions will be used in the operational semantics. We will make sure later that, whenever applied, rooted substitution is a conservative extension of the standard one to localized names. Also, by inspecting Tab. 2, it will be clear that, if u 0 2 N then u 2 N 0 n N.
We will now work out an application of routed substitution. Consider for instance (2) xy:w(z):zz j 2) x(z):( x)wx:(x(y) j xz))fj 1=xj g: First, item 3 applies, that distributes the substitution fj 1=xj g to the two components. The name 1 is enriched with the tag jj 0 (respectively jj 1 ) in the left (respectively right) component needed to point back to the environment where 1 has been created. Indeed, 1 exported to jj i is jj i ? 1 = jj i 1. Instead, the name x to be substituted is not enriched with a relative address, because x 2 N. So, one obtains (2) xy:w(z):zzfj jj 0 1=xj g) j (2) x(z):( x)wx:(x(y) j xz)fj jj 1 1=xj g) = (2) jj 0 1y:w(z):zz) j (2) jj 1 1(z):(( x)wx:(x(y) j xz))fj jj 1 1=xj g) = (2) jj 0 1y:w(z):zz) j (2) jj 1 1(z):( x)wx:(x(y) j xz))
Note that, the substitution takes the binders of names into account correctly. In fact, the distribution of fj 1=xj g stops when the new binder ( x) is encountered, according to the second case of item 2. This example will be used just after Proposition 5.8.
We show now an example where an -conversion is forced. Suppose to have (n + 1)) ( a) a nfja= nj g. 3 Then, the rst rule of item 2 applies and exploits the fresh negative name ? n, yielding: (n + 1)) ( ? n) a nfj ? n=aj gfja= nj g = (n + 1)) ( ? n) ?n nfja= nj g = (n + 1)) ( ? n) ?n a:
For notational convenience, we introduce two forms of selective substitutions within a sub-process reachable from the whole process via a path #.
De nition 5.6 Let t be an extended process and # 2 fjj 0 ; jj 1 g . Then, the selective rooted substitution tfj=j g @# is de ned by induction as (t 0 jt 1 )fjr=sj g @# = ( t 0 fjr=sj g @# 0 jt 1 if # = jj 0 # 0 t 0 jt 1 fjr=sj g @# 0 if # = jj 1 # 0 tfjr=sj g @ = tfjr=sj g The selective increment of counters tfn + 1 ) =n )g @# is de ned as follows, by stipulating that (n + 1)) and (n)) are considered as tokens (t 0 jt 1 )fn + 1) =n)g @jj i # = t i fn + 1) =n)g @# tfn + 1) =n)g @ = tfn + 1) =n)g.
The selective rooted substitution rst travels downwards a tree of processes to single out the sub-process P 0 reachable via #. Then, it applies the rooted substitution to P 0 . Note that the names s and r are not updated while descending the tree, because when this selective substitution is called (rules Com i and Close i in Tab. 2), they are already localized in P 0 . The selective increment simply adds 1 to the counter of the process reachable via #. It will be used in rule Open, only. Both tfj ? = ? j g @# and tf?=?g @# are partial. It will be evident that they are indeed de ned, whenever used in the rules for the operational semantics.
The late transition system for the -calculus with localized names is in Tab. 2. Following the ideas of 11, 12], we encode in the labels of transitions the parallel structure of processes to identify the sequential component that moves. More precisely a label is @# (or simply if # = or = ); where # encodes the nesting of the process which performed the action, as far as the parallel structure of the system is concerned. In fact, a tag jj 0 (respectively jj 1 ) is added whenever a rule Par 0 (respectively Par 1 ) is applied. Rules In and Open generate a new name n and increment the counter of the sequential component that moves. In the case of In, the new name is distributed to the residual through the routed substitution fj n=xj g which enriches n with the correct relative address. As for Open, the new name must be distributed to t, the whole process under restriction. Thus, we use the name #n localized in t, i.e. # ? n. Also, the counter of the subprocess reachable via # is increased by the operation of selective increment, because this sub-process generated a fresh name. The rules for communication locally check whether the channel is the same. The receiver then distributes the value read to the sequential component t i reachable via # i (which red the input) by using the information encoded in the @-part of the label of the transition. Indeed, s 1 is s 0 exported to jj 1 # 1 jj 0 # 0 in Com 0 ; and symmetrically for Com 1 . Note that rules Close i introduce the correct restriction on the name computed by sending the object of the output to the minimal common predecessor of t 0 and t 1 in the tree of processes.
Note that our rules have no global conditions on names. In particular, we drop the side conditions of the original operational semantics of the -calculus on free and bound names. The only rule which applies substitutions to a context larger than a sequential process is Open. However, only the operand of is a ected. This context is the minimum needed to notify the owners of a name which for them is no longer private.
We now derive a transition. Consider the extended process occurring in Fig. 6 2) w(z):zz j 3) ( x)wx:(x(jj 0 ? 2) j xy):
We deduce a communication between w(z) and wx, by using rule Close 1 .
2) w(z):zz w ( 2) ? ! Consider the target of the transition above, in which jj 0 3, jj 1 3 and jj 1 3 occur in di erent sub-processes but denote the same thing. Thus ( jj 1 3) enforces communication between the rightmost processes. Also, jj 0 jj 1 3, the name extruded, is an alias for jj 1 3, hence the leftmost process is stuck.
The following proposition ensures that no name in Tab. 2 is left unknown and that every call to address composition ? is well de ned.
Proposition 5.7 All names in Tab. 2 are de ned, i.e. every call to address composition ? is de ned.
Proof. When names are in N, the proof is obvious. Otherwise, note that if t @# ?! t 0 and # 00 # 0 m 2 names( ), then either # 00 is a su x of # or vice versa. Indeed, let P be the minimal common predecessor of @# and of G, the generator of name m. Assume that in the derivation of the transition t @# ?! t 0 P has been reached, i.e. P is a sub-term of t.
Then certainly # 00 is a su x of #, because # 00 is the path from P to the sub-process of t that performs action , i.e. reachable via #. Otherwise, if P has not been yet reached then # is a su x of # 00 . Now it is routine checking that all the calls to ? are well de ned (see Def. 4.3). 2 We now show that the routed substitution behaves as the standard one, whenever applied. The only di erence is that relative addresses are updated and that -conversions are made explicitly.
Proposition 5.8 Whenever applied in Tab. 2, the routed substitution fj ? = ? j g conservatively extends the standard substitution f?=?g.
Out : n) rs:P rs ?! n) P In : n) r(s):P r( n) ?! (n + 1)) Pfj n=sj g Tau : n) :P ?! n) P Proof. Recall that a computation starts from 1) P, with P 2 P and that any extended process t reachable from it only has extended sub-processes n ) t 0 with n 1. By Proposition 5.7, the names occurring in the rooted substitutions are all de ned. Then, note that a rooted substitution preserves the identity of an object referenced to by a localized name # # 0 n when this is updated to jj i ?# # 0 , by item 3 of Def. 5.5. Thus, it su ces to prove that a rooted substitution implements an -conversion, whenever the standard one would. This occurs whenever fju 0 =uj g @# is applied to t in the conclusion of a rule in Tab. 2, and u does not occur free in the sub-process t reachable via #. In these cases, items 2 or 7 of Def. 5.5, with u 0 = s, apply. We proceed by induction of the derivation of transitions in these cases. In: holds vacuously. Com i and Close i : m has been just generated in the sub-process t 0 1 reachable via #, hence all negative names # # 0 ? k therein, if any, are such that k < m. Therefore ? m is fresh. Open: n is fresh in n ) P, i.e. the sub-process of t reachable via #, consequently also #n is fresh in t 0 and in all its sub-processes, because updated by the rooted substitution, whenever needed. An example of how extended processes evolve is in the computation depicted in Fig. 6 . Its rst transition shows the generation of the new name 1. The application of the routed substitution fj 1=xj g introduced by rule In is in the example after Def. 5.5. The counter 2 ) is distributed to the components of the parallel composition. The second transition is a communication along a channel called jj 0 1 by the sender, and called jj 1 1 by the receiver. Indeed, jj 0 1 is an alias for jj 1 1. Also, the counter of the residual of the receiver is increased. In fact, rule In generates a new name 2 that will be replaced with y by substitution fjy= 2j g in the conclusion of rule Com 0 . Also there is an -conversion, because (x(y)jx jj 1 ?2)fjy= 2j g = x(jj 0 ?2)jxy. The derivation of the last transition is the one worked out before Proposition 5.7.
Our transition system is a more concrete version of the original one in Tab. 1. However, there is a tight connection between them that we will formalize at the end of the next section. Intuitively, our transitions are \rooted" variants of the original ones.
A Global View of Names
The names occurring in the label of t @# ?! t 0 have a local meaning. This enables processes to exchange names only knowing that they run in parallel, with no knowledge of the global context in which they are plugged. Indeed, if = r(s), the actual reference of r has to be computed following the relative address of r, composed with #; similarly for s. In this section we show how to globalize names in the style of Internet addressing, though they are generated and handled locally. We propose to transform a name as it is known at the root of the tree of processes. We thus have a conversion table of names, but not a global manager of names.
The logical addresses of Internet form an n-adic tree, such that all the arcs at the same level have distinct names, each identifying a di erent domain. When a new address is assigned in a domain (local environment), for instance in a local area network, it is unique. Of course the same name can be assigned to hosts of other domains. They will be distinguished when pre xed with the paths to their domains. See 15] for a technique similar to ours that handles names locally in this setting.
Rephrasing the above in our case, a new local name is generated by the local counter of the sequential component that needs it, while uniqueness is ensured by the relative address of the generator with respect to the root of the system. The correctness of this proposal follows from the fact that a name is uniquely identi ed by a suitable composition of its relative address and of the access path from the root of the whole system to the sub-process that actually uses it.
Our localized names are converted by the following transition relation which uses the relation de ned in Tab. 2 as an auxiliary arrow. By abuse of notation, we will write # # 0 ? for # # 0 ? sbj( ) # # 0 ? obj( ) if 6 = , and for otherwise. To illustrate the new style of naming, we consider the last step of the computation in Fig. 3 . The label of the output transition in ?! was = printhstud teach myprog; did.stud adm.did.lectures mytimetabi@did.stud;
and an easy calculation shows that the actual label in the output transition in 7 ! is did.stud ? = printh did.teach myprog; adm.did.lectures mytimetabi:
The names that are object of the output are now displayed with their accessing paths from the root of the system to the processes they belong to. Now we can show that our transition systems are in bijection with the original one of 21], up to a sort of rooted renaming of their transitions. Essentially, a transition t 0 @# ?! t 0 can be seen as a variant of P ?! P 0 , where ; P and P 0 are obtained from 0 ; t and t 0 replacing localized names with fresh names in N. Also counters n ) are discarded from extended processes by the following auxiliary function FC.
De nition 6.1
The auxiliary function FC is the homomorphic extension of fc(n)P ) = P to extended processes.
The correspondence between the standard transition for the -calculus and ours is now easy to state. In its statement, given suitable A N and U (N 0 n N), we denote by fjA=Uj g the simultaneous rooted substitution fja 1 =u 1 ; : : : ; a k =u k j g for all u i 2 U, with a i 6 = a j if i 6 = j. Theorem 6. Proof. We obtain a new set of rules for the standard -calculus, equivalent to that in Tab. 1, as follows. Split axiom act in three axioms (tau for , in for input and out for output); remove the congruence rules for restriction; remove the monoidal laws for j and add the symmetrical rules for this operator. The new rules are in bijection with those in Tab 2. Therefore, the deduction of the transitions Q ?! Q 0 and t @# 0 ?! t 0 , with Q = FC(t) are also in bijection, because the counters n) do not a ect the deduction.
Only if ) Take t 0 = n) P 0 and proceed by induction on the derivation of P 0 ?! L P 1 .
Base step] Trivial if = :P (rule tau) or = xy:P (rule out). If the axiom is in, P 0 = x(y):P 1 and n) P 0 x( n)
?! (n + 1)) P 1 fj n=yj g: Since fj n=yj g calls no -conversion as n is free in P 1 (and is the unique name in N 0 n N therein), it su ces to take A = fwg for w 6 2 names(P 0 ; P 1 ).
Inductive step] If the last rule applied is sum or res: immediate by inductive hypothesis as no rooted substitution is needed. Similarly for the new rules par i , because the rules in Tab. 2 require no rooted substitutions and fjA=Uj g takes care of the jj i pre xed to #. A, the required P 0 is FC(t 0 fjA fw; zg=U U 0 j g) = FC(t 0 fjA=Uj g). Now the transition P 0 ?! L P 1 can be derived mimicking 0 , where P 1 is FC(t 1 fjA fw; zg=U U 0 j g) and = ( # ? 0 )fjA fw; zg=U U 0 j g. The second claim follows immediately, by de nition of 7 ?!. 2 The new transition relation t 0 7 ?! t 0 permits a global observer to follow the evolution of a system, by abstracting from its internal structure. In the next section we will easily adapt standard bisimulation to our case, relying on this new arrow 7 ?!. Note also that all the computations in our new setting are fresh, in the sense of 4]. Roughly speaking, in a fresh computation all names exported by an extrusion or imported by an input have never been used in the preceding transitions. Finally, note that here the space of logical addresses is binary because the parallel operator of the -calculus is such. Recall that our address composition requires no modi cation if trees are n-adic. As a consequence, our proposal is exible enough to handle n-adic trees of logical addresses. For example, we model the insertion of a domain D 0 in a given domain D with n sub-domains, by adding a new arc from D to D 0 , labelled with jj n+1 (see Fig. 7 ). In fact, the rule de ning the new transition 7 ?! shows that no modi cation is needed on the \new" names occurring in D 0 , as well as on the \old" ones before the insertion. 
Equivalences
The equivalences on the -calculus are usually based on bisimulations. Their standard de nitions compare the behaviour of a computational step in one system with that of another and check the target systems for bisimilarity. We rst recall the de nition of late bisimulation 21], and then we accommodate it to t our framework.
De nition 7.1 (late bisimulation) A binary relation S on processes is a late simulation if P S Q implies that If P ?! L P 0 and is , xy, or x(y) with y 6 2 fn(P; Q), then for some Q 0 , Q ?! L Q 0 and P 0 S Q 0
If P x(y)
?! L P 0 and y 6 2 fn(P; Q), then for some Q 0 , Q
?! L Q 0 and for all w 2 N, P 0 fw=ygSQ 0 fw=yg. The relation S is a late bisimulation if both S and S ?1 are late simulations. P is late bisimilar to Q (written P Q) if there exists a late bisimulation S such that P S Q.
We now de ne a late bisimulation over our transition system. There is no di erence with the standard de nition as far as output and silent transitions are concerned. Even in the case of input, we need no change (although the operational rule In calls for a rooted substitution). Indeed, the argument of the input is only a placeholder that must be instantiated with any name w 2 N, as done in Def. 7.1. We only need some care when generating new names through extrusions. In this case, too, we replace the object of the bound output # # 0 n with a new name b 2 N within the two processes. To CML 24, 19] . We show the robustness of our approach to the semantics of mobile processes, by taking a late version of the HO -calculus as a test-bed.
When a process P migrates, it exports all its names at the same time. We need to extend the notions on names introduced in Section 5 to processes, considered as name containers. For the sake of brevity, we will not give the de nitions in detail, but only show what has to be added or changed when the object of an action is a process.
As far as syntax is concerned, we only add process variables, ranged over by K, and we assume that K 2 N. Also, we enclose in angled brackets a process object of an output, e.g. ahbx:(c(z):zzjdx)i. We re-use our example in Section 3 to help intuition. Assume that a student asks a teacher for the date of an exam. Suppose also that there is a clash of dates (this teacher is often quite absent minded), and the student asks if the old date od can be changed to the new one nd. The teacher sends a process Update(od,nd) which performs the change to be run by P 3 . This change of date is modelled by de ning processes P 0 and P 3 as follows, where u chan is a global channel. P 0 = Teacher + u chanhUpdate(did.teach adm.did.exams od; teach stud nd)i:P 0 ; P 3 = u chan(K):K:P 3 + Other exams. After the interaction between P 0 and P 3 , the placeholder K in P 3 is instantiated to the process Update, and P 3 becomes Update( od; adm.did.exams did.stud nd):P 3 :
As for the semantic de nitions, we rst lift the address composition of Def. 4.3 to the more powerful process address composition, ? H . It re-locates all the names of a process, distributing the address composition for names onto the communicated process P. In other words ? H composes the address of the sender of P relative to its receiver with the addresses of all the names contained in P. It is inductively de ned on the syntax of processes and has localized names as base case, to which ? applies. The only item of the following de nition that deserves a comment is the fth one.
Suppose that a process P = (P 0 jP 1 ) has to be exported to some process Q, and that its address relative to Q is # # 0 . When (P 0 jP 1 ) replaces the placeholders in Q, carrying all its names, the address of the old instance of P i in P, relative to the new instance We apply below the process address composition to a simple example, by reporting only the relevant steps. It is straightforward to check that the process address composition homomorphically extends the address composition of names. Thus we can safely extend the results given for names to processes. In particular ? H is always de ned, whenever used in the operational rules.
As sketched above, sending a process corresponds to sending all its names, using the process address composition. 25] for the details on the standard operational semantics and 12] for its proved version). It is obtained from the one in Tab. 2, by replacing substitutions and address composition ? with their higher-order versions. We brie y discuss two rules only, where we consider the relevant names to denote processes, in the case of input. Table 3 shows instances of the HO-Com 0 and HO-In rules. The rule HO-In still has a n which, in this case, acts as a place-holder of the process to be received. As usual, HO-Com 0 checks whether the channel is the same and then replaces the placeholder m with the process K 1 , i.e. K 0 updated as needed, within the residual of the process which red the input. In fact, all the names in process K 0 are correctly updated by routed substitution, via ? H . Figure 9 shows an example of computation.
HO-In : n) r(K):P r( n) 
Conclusions
We have presented a late SOS semantics of the -calculus which speci es local environments of names. Our results can be carried over the early version, by adapting the ideas of 9]. Our proposal may help to design e cient implementations for concurrent languages. In fact, a unique, global manager of names avoids clashes, but it may result in a bottleneck, as all the components of a system must communicate with this centralized authority. Instead, in our setting the management of local environments is made locally. The correct exportation of localized names is made by an operator which composes them. Its characterization, which is factorized out of the semantic descriptions, is crucial in our work. In addition, we give a global view of names, which are handled on a local basis. Our proposal extends the original semantics of the -calculus 21], in that it gives a more detailed description of system evolution, but it preserves the equivalence classes, induced by bisimulation. Furthermore, we show that our proposal can easily be lifted to the higher-order -calculus. All this helps to show that our approach can scale up to a real programming language like Facile, which has also a proved operational semantics 5]. Our description of the name manager uses a family of operators n) which extends the syntax of the language. These operators are quite similar to those used to de ne the causal 10] and locational semantics of CCS 6] and of the -calculus 26, 4] . We can thus use the technique presented in 4] to encode our name handler into the pure -calculus.
The relative addresses that we use to handle names locally are de ned according to the abstract syntax of systems considering the parallel composition as the main operator. Here we only consider binary trees as the logical architecture, and argue that the extension to n-adic trees is immediate. Of course, taking an n-adic parallel operator a ects the SOS rules. Only slight and technical adjustments are needed to Tab. 2, once the rules involving the new parallel operator have replaced the corresponding rules in Tab. 1. Also, there is no di culty in re ecting a di erent addressing mechanism when a more basic description of the topology of the network is available, as well as the actual placement of processes on processors. It su ces to take the space of relative addresses, quotient the relation induced by the topology and by the allocation. This relation will consider the logical access paths to the processes running on the same processor to be equivalent. Then, the address composition can be left unchanged and the quotient made after the needed calculations. This suggests a way to de ne a hierarchy of descriptions, which is increasingly nearer the actual implementation. Another possible bene t of our approach concerns security in mobile agent environments. Relative addresses can keep track of the origin of mobile agents in multi-hop travel on the network, thus they may help in the authentication of mobile code.
For those interested in studying truly concurrent aspects of mobile systems, a distributed speci cation of local environments like ours can be of interest. Also, to describe distribution of control, one can exploit the techniques presented in 12], where some non-interleaving semantics are given to the -calculus. The two approaches can easily be coupled, because both rely on proved transition systems, resulting in a description oriented towards distribution of both data and control.
Admittedly, our localized names are sometimes long-wired and di cult to read. However, they should be used as internal names for speci cations nearer to implementations, rather than in high-level speci cations, where a global space of names and global checks are quite acceptable. They are thus likely to be handled by mechanical tools that help system designers.
